ALGEBRAS OVER INFINITE FIELDS
A. S. AMITSUR

1. Introduction. Let A be an algebra over a field F. We shall be
mainly interested in infinite-dimensional
algebras over infinite fields
F. Actually most of the results will be obtained for nondenumerable

fields F.
The present paper starts with studying the spectrum of the elements of A. More precisely, the complement of the spectrum in F is
studied. It seems that from an algebraic point of view the complement
is of greater interest than the spectrum itself. As a consequence of
the study of the complement it is shown that the Jacobson radical
[2] of algebras A for which (A:F) <the cardinal number of F is always the maximal nil ideal of A. Furthermore, for algebras satisfying
this inequality, the fact that an element is algebraic or nil can be
expressed by conditions on the complement of the spectrum of that

element.
These results are then applied to provide an affirmative solution
for some well known structure problems of rings, though only for
algebras over nondenumerable
fields. The first problem is the following problem of Koethe [ó]: "Does the maximal nil ideal of A contain
all one-sided nil ideals of A?" The others are two problems proposed
by Jacobson [3]: "Let A be an algebraic algebra over F. Does it
follow that the matrix ring An over A is also algebraic and is the
extension algebra AH algebraic over H for any extension H oí F?"
These problems are related to the problem of Kurosh [7] and
Levitzki Jo]: "Is every algebraic algebra locally finite?"1 It was
pointed out by Levitzki [9] that an affirmative solution for this
problem will provide an affirmative
solution for the problem of
Koethe, and it was observed by Jacobson that this will imply also
an affirmative answer for the other structure problems of algebraic
algebras. In the present paper we attack the problems of Koethe and
Jacobson avoiding the problem of Kurosh which still remains unsolved even in the case of nondenumerable
fields F, for which we
provide an affirmative answer for the other problems.
An important tool in attacking the problem of Kurosh are the two
radicals defined by Levitzki: the semi-nilpotent radical [8] and the
locally finite kernel [lO]. The cases of the known affirmative solution
Received by the editors February 5, 1935.
1 The special case of this problem for nil rings was proposed independently
Levitzki in [9] in connection with the problem of Koethe.
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for the problem of Kurosh (e.g. rings with identities [5]) are readily
obtained by the use of these radicals [4; 10]. In the present paper we
define two new radicals containing, respectively, the semi-nilpotent
radical and the locally finite kernel. An algebra A is called an LBI
(LBD) algebra if every finitely generated submodule of A contains
nilpotent (algebraic) elements of bounded index (degree). It is an
open question whether these properties are really new properties or
whether they are equivalent to semi-nilpotency
and to local finiteness, respectively. Nevertheless, the study of the LBI radical and the
LBD radical can be carried out and it is shown that these radicals
satisfy all required properties of radicals [l]. It is proved that the
LBI radical coincides with the maximal nil ideal of an algebra and the
LBD radical is the maximal algebraic ideal of an algebra over nondenumerable fields. These results are applied to give an affirmative
answer to the problems of Koethe and Jacobson for such algebras.
2. The Jacobson radical. Let A be an algebra over a field F. We
recall that an element aEA is said to be a quasi-regular element in A
if there exists an element bEA satisfying a + b+ab = 0. The element
b is called a quasi-inverse
of a. Generally, the quasi-inverse
is not
uniquely determined, but if b and c are two quasi-inverses of a then
their difference x = b —c satisfies: x+xa = 0.
By the spectrum S(a) = 5V(a) of an element aEA we mean the set
of all \EF for which the element —X_1a is not quasi-regular.
It is
accepted

to include

0 in S(a)

unless

A contains

a unit

and

a is

regular. By C(a) = Cp(a) we shall denote the complement
of the
spectrum S(a) in F. That is, C(a) is the set of all \EF
for which
—X_1a is quasi-regular. We shall also denote by N(a) =NF(a) the set
of all \EF for which the equation (X —a)x = 0 has a nonzero solution

in A.
Lemma

1. If aEA

is algebraic then N(a)=S(a)

and the union

N(a)\JC(a) = F.
hetf(X) = 0 be the minimal equation of a over F and let Xi, • • • , Xr
be the roots of this equation which lie in F; then since f(X)

= (Ki-X)gi(X)
Thus\iEN(a).

it follows that 0=/(o) = (X¿-a)g,(a) and gi(a)EA.2
If X^X¿,/(X)r¿0 and let

g(X) = (X- \f(\)^f(X))/(X - X)
then g(X) is a polynomial in X and one readily verifies that2 g(a)
EA and g(a) is the quasi-inverse of —X_1a. The rest is readily verified.
2 No unit has to be assumed to exist in A.
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Remark 1. Furthermore,
one readily observes that in this case
N(a) is finite and the quasi-inverses of —X_1a commute with a since
they belong to the algebra generated by a. Here N(a) and C(a) are
disjoint sets, which is not necessarily true in the general case.
Denote by Ox a quasi-inverse of —X_1a for \E:C(a).

Theorem 1. 7/ aG-<4 is not algebraic over F and {Xy} is a set of
nonzero different elements of C(a), then the corresponding set {a*,} are
linearly independent over F.
Since ax is a quasi-inverse
—X-1aax= 0. Hence:

(1)

of —X_Ia it follows that

—\~1a+a\

a — \a\ + aax = 0.

This implies that
(2)

\o\ = a + ao\.

Multiplying

(1) by X and substituting

(2) one obtains

0 = \a — X2o\ + a\a\ = \a — \2a\ + a(a + aa\).

Hence
(1.2)

\a + a2 -

\2ax + a2ak = 0.

Multiplying now (1.2) by X and substituting
in this way we obtain:

(l.i)

(2) and continuing

\*-la + X«-V + • • • + ai - Xjax+ a'ox = 0.

For i=l this formula is exactly (1).
We shall prove now that if the set {a\j} is linearly dependent

over

F then a is algebraic. Indeed let:
r

(3)

Z aia*j — 0. ai £ F and not all a,- = 0.
i=i

Put X=Xy in (l.i); multiply it by a, and sum over all j. This yields:

fi(a) — Z Xjajflxy+ a Z aia*j = 0 where
i
i

fi(a) = aZ «;Xj + a Z aA> + • ■• + a Z ai3

j

This holds for *=1, 2, • • • . Setting/0(a) =0, this together with (3)
implies
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r

(4)
Write

fi(a) = E ^)a¡axj for * = 0, 1, • • • , r — 1.
(4) in a matrix form:

(4')

(/„(a) • • • fr-i(a)) - KaXl • • • a^OiX,).

Since all the Xywere assumed to be different the matrix (Xj) is regular in F, hence multiplying
(4') on the left by the matrix (Xj)-1 we
obtain that a.jaxj = pj(a) for some polynomial p¡(a) of a. Since not all
the ay are zero it follows that ax —q(a) for some X and some polynomial q(a) of a. Thus (1) implies that Q(a) =<z—\q(a)+aq(a)
—0.
Clearly X^O implies that q(a)9i\. Hence, Q(X) is a nonzero polynomial and this proves that a is algebraic.
Note that if q(X) is a polynomial of degree / then Q(X) is of degree
/ + 1. From (4') one readily observes that pj(X) and, therefore, also
q(X) are at most of degree r— 1. Hence the previous proof yields for
algebraic elements that:
Corollary
1. If aEA is algebraic of degree s and Xi, • • • , Xr,
rgs —1 are nonzero elements of C(a), then axv • ■ ■ , axr are linearly
independent over F.

In view of Remark

1 and the preceding

theorem

it follows that:

Theorem 2. If F is an infinite field, then the set {ax} where X ranges
over all the elements of C(a) is dependent over F if and only if a is
algebraic over F.
An immediate
Corollary

consequence

of this theorem

is:

2. If a is not algebraic then the cardinal number of the set

C(a) is S(A:F).
Clearly,

C(a) = F for every

element

a of a division

algebra

A.

Hence :
Corollary

2'. // A is not an algebraic division algebra, then the

cardinal number of the basefield Fis g (.4 : F).
Lemma 2. For \EN(a)
denote by Xx,a nonzero solution of the equation
(X —a)x = 0; then the set {xx} for all \EN(a)
is linearly independent
over F.
Indeed let {xxy} be a maximal set of linearly independent elements
taken from the set of all {xx}. If the two sets do not coincide then

xx= ^ctjXxj for some \EN(a)
equality

and X^Xy for all j. Multiplying

this

on the left by a we obtain, in view of the definition of N(a),
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that Xx\= Z^yXyXx,-. It follows now by the fact that the xx,-are independent over F that \aj=ajkj
for all/. Since xx^O, at least one of
the ajT^O; hence X=Xy for some/. Contradiction.
Notations.
For any given set 5 we denote by card 5 the cardinal
number of the set 5. We shall denote by A H the algebra obtained

from A by extending the base field to H. Namely, AH=A ®H.
We shall deal with two radicals of the algebra A : the Jacobson
radical of A [2] which we shall denote by 3(A) and the upper radical
of A, denoted by Si (A). The latter is defined as the maximal nil ideal
of A. In case S(A) contains also all one-sided nil ideals of A, this
radical is known as the Koethe radical [ó] of A.
In the following results we deal with algebras A over F for which
card F>(A:F).
For these algebras the condition that an element is
algebraic or nil can be expressed by conditions on the set C(a) or on

S(a):
Theorem 3. If Fis infinite and card F> (A : F) then an element aE.A
is algebraic over F if and only if card F = card C(a). And in this case
S (a) contains only a finite number of elements.
If F is algebraically closed and satisfies the preceding condition then
aÇiA is nilpotent if and only if S (a) contains only the zero.
The sufficiency of the two parts of the proof follows immediately
by the proof of Lemma 1. The necessity of the first part is an immediate consequence of Corollary 2 and the rest of the first part follows now by the proof of Lemma 1. Furthermore,
that proof shows
that S(a) contains the set of roots of the minimal equation of a.
Hence if F is algebraically closed and S(a) = (0) it follows that card
C(a)= card F and, therefore, a is algebraic. Consequently,
the minimal equation of a is of the form A"n= 0, i.e., a is nilpotent.
This theorem fails if card F^(A:F).
Since, for elements belonging
to the Jacobson radical of an algebra A, the spectrum can contain at
most the zero but yet one can construct examples of algebras over
any field F whose radical 3(A) does not contain algebraic elements.
The preceding theorem can be applied to prove the converse of
Lemma 1.

Lemma 3. If card F>(A:F)

then an element a£:A is algebraic over

an infinite field F if and only if N(a)^JC(a) = F.
Indeed, it follows by Lemma 2 that card N(a)£(A xF); hence if
N(a)\JC(a) = F we obtain that card C(a)= card F, since card N(a)
^(A:F) <card F. This implies by the preceding theorem that a is
algebraic. The converse is stated in Lemma 1.
We are now in position to show :
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Theorem 4. If card F> (A : F) then the quasi-regular one-sided ideals
of A are its nil one-sided ideals.
It is known that nil ideals are quasi-regular ideals [2]. To prove
the converse we consider a right quasi-regular ideal J in A. Let aEJ\
then —\~xaxEJ
is quasi-regular for fixed xG^4 and for every \EF.
This readily implies that card C(ax)= card F. It follows, therefore,
by Theorem 3 that ax is algebraic. Thus, the right ideal aA is an
algebraic ideal in A. Since aAEJ it follows that aA is also quasiregular, but it is known [2] that algebraic quasi-regular ideals are
nil ideals. In particular, a2EaA is nilpotent and consequently a is also
nilpotent. This proves that / is a right nil ideal.

This immediately implies:

Corollary

3. If card F>(A:F)

then $(A)=$t(A).

Indeed, since 3(A) is quasi-regular it is a nil ideal by the preceding
theorem;
hence 3(.4)ç:$(.4).
The converse ®(A)QS(A)
is well

known. Hence ®(A) = S(A).
The preceding corollary can be applied to the following case: One
easily verifies that a finitely generated algebra over F has at most a
countable base, hence the preceding corollary implies that:

Corollary
4. The Jacobson radical of a finitely generated algebra
over a nondenumerable field is its nil radical.
Furthermore,
to the problem

the preceding theorem yields an affirmative answer
of Koethe in the case of algebras of relatively low

dimensionality.

That is:

Corollary

5. If card F>(A:F)

then the union of right nil ideals

in A is also a nil right ideal contained in $(A);
ideal is contained in a two-sided nil ideal of A.

and every right nil

This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4 and the fact that
this corollary holds for quasi-regular right ideals [2].
This corollary will be later extended for arbitrary algebras over
nondenumerable fields.

3. Algebras over nondenumerable
fields. In the present section
we confine ourselves to nondenumerable
fields F.
Let V' be an r-dimensional vector space over F. A subset UE VT
is an algebraic set if U is the totality of the points (xu ■ ■ ■ , xr) E Vr
which satisfy a (finite or infinite) set of polynomial
equations

fi(Xi, ■ • • , XT) =0. The polynomials fi(X) will be said to define the
algebraic set U.

algebras over infinite fields
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Lemma 4. Let U\, Ui, Us, • ■ ■be a denumerable set of algebraic sets
of VT; then either \SUi9*VT or else C„ = V' for some integer n.
The proof is carried out by induction on the dimension r of the
space Vr. For r —1, the sets Í7, are defined by polynomials in one
variable; hence if these polynomials
are not identically zero the
algebraic set Ui contains only a finite number of points. Thus if
Ui?¿ V for all i then each of them is finite and, therefore, their union
U Ui is denumerable
but V1 which in this case coincides with F is,
by assumption, nondenumerable.
Consequently,
U [/,•?* F1.
This part of the proof fails for denumerable fields F. Since clearly
every finite subset of Vx is an algebraic set, by suitably choosing the
sets Ui one can obtain a denumerable set of algebraic sets for which

U Ui will be the whole denumerable space V1.

Let r> 1. Let MXU ■■■, Xr) = Z*/,7t(X,, • • • , X-i)#

be the

defining polynomials of the algebraic set Ui. Let Wi be the algebraic
subset of Vr~l defined by the algebraic equations:fijk(X\,
• • • , Xr_i)

= 0 for fixed i and all possible/ and k. Namely
W%= {(«i, • • • , «r-i) G V'-1 for which (au • • • , a,_i, xr)

G Ui for all XrGF}.
It follows now easily that Wi is also a denumerable set of algebraic
sets in Vr~1. Hence, by induction, either W„= Fr_1 or 1)Wí9¿ Vr~l. In
the first case it follows that fiSk(Xu • • • , .XV-i) =0 and consequently
also fij(X)=Q.
This proves that Um= Vr~l which proves the lemma.
If the second case holds, then there exists at least one point (a¡, • • -,
ov-i) G V'-1 which does not belong to the union U Wi. Thus this point
satisfies the property that for each i there exists at least one j and k
such that fijk(<xi, ■ ■ ■ , «r-O^O. Consequently,
at least one of the
polynomials fn(<xi, • • • , a_i, A"r)^0. Let W[ be the set of all xr€zF
which satisfies all the equations fn(<xi, • • • , otr-i, xr)=0 for all /.
Since not all these polynomials are identically zero, this set is finite.
Hence \JW¡ is denumerable.
There exists, therefore, an element

aE.F such that a^\}W[.
This means that for each i there exists at
least one/ so that/¿¿(«i, • • • , ar-i, 0)9*0. It follows, therefore, that
(«1, • • • , av_i, a)(£U¡ for all i. This completes the proof of the

lemma.
This lemma will be used later.
Lemma 5. If F is any field and ai, • • • , ar is a finite set of elements
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in A, then the set of all (xlt • • -, x,)E Vr for which the element Xicti
+ • • • +xTar is algebraic (nilpotent) of degree (index) g n is an algebraic
set Un(Wn) in V*.
Choose a basis {e,} of A over F and let a,= E0"^Let eyeß
• Etw
ep< tnen one readily verifies that ( Ex¿a>)"= EP»»(*)C» where
pnv(x) =pnv(x\,

• • • , xr) is a form of degree^«

in the x,-. This

readily

implies that the algebraic set Wn defined by the set of all equations
pn,(X)=0
satisfies the corresponding
requirement
of the lemma.
The condition that Ex*a» >s algebraic of degree g« is equivalent
to the existence of a set of elements X0, • • • , X„ in F not all zero

satisfying E"-o^p (Ex>a«)',= E* ( YIpXp¿v(x))e„= 0.3Equivalently,
(5)

hopo,(x) + Aipu(x) + • • • + \npn,(x)

= 0 for all v.

Consider (5) as a set of infinite homogeneous linear equations in the
n+1 unknown Xo, ■ ■ • , X„; then a necessary and sufficient condition
for the existence of a nonzero solution is that all the determinants of
order4 (n + i)2 formed by the coefficients of (5) are zero. Let P(x; v)
= \pon(x)' ' ' ' ' Pn*Sx)\
be* the
determinant
formed
by the
va, ■ ■ ■ , vn rows of the coefficients of the equations
(5). Thus the
preceding arguments show that the algebraic set Un defined by the
set of the polynomial equations P(X; v)=0 where (v) = (v<¡,■ ■ • , vn)
ranges over all possible choices of rows satisfies the requirement of
our lemma.
Note that the polynomial pn*(X) is a form of degree ¿w and the
polynomial P(X ; v) is a form of degree g 0 + 1+ • • • +« = w(n + l)/2.
Consider now the case of two elements a, bEA. Then a necessary
and sufficient condition that a+xb is algebraic (nilpotent) of degree
(index) gn is that P(l, x; v) =0 (pn,(\, x) =0) for all (v). Hence if
these polynomials are not identically zero, it follows by their degrees
that the number of solutions of these equations is at most w(w+ l)/2

(n). This proves:
Corollary
6. Let F be an arbitrary field and A an algebra over F.
Let a, bEA. Then either every element of the form a+xb, xEF is algebraic (nilpotent) of degree (index) g« or at most n(n + l)/2 (n) of these
elements are algebraic (nilpotent) of degree (index) gra.
The preceding lemmas yield:
Theorem

5. If A is an algebraic (nil) algebra over a nondenumerable

1 If A does not contain a unit we omit the index = 0.
4 Of order re2if A does not contain a unit.
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field F, then every finitely generated submodule of A is of bounded degree

(index).
For let
braic sets
algebraic
algebraic
It follows

ai, ■ ■ ■ , ar generate a submodule of A. Consider the algeUn and Wn defined in the preceding lemma. Since A is
(nil) it follows that every element of the form Z*»0» ls
(nil). In other words this means that Ut/„= Vr(UWn= Vr).
now by Lemma 4 that Un = Vr for some integer n(Wn = Vr)
and this implies that every element of the form Zx»a> ¡s algebraic

(nil) of degree = «.
Note that the preceding proof made no use of the fact that the
whole algebra is algebraic (nil), only that the module generated by
the a< has this property. Hence, we actually proved :

Corollary
7. Every finitely generated algebraic (nil) module of an
algebra A over a nondenumerable field is of bounded degree (index).

4. The LBD and the LBI radicals. The results of the preceding
section lead us to a definition of two new properties of algebras.
Definition.
An algebraic algebra A over a field F will be said to
be locally of bounded degree if every finitely generated submodule of
A consists of elements of bounded degree. Such an algebra will be

called an LBD algebra.
A nil algebra will be said to be locally of bounded index if every
finitely generated submodule of A is of bounded index. These algebras

will be called LBI algebras.
Remark 2. Clearly Theorem 5 states that every algebraic algebra
over a nondenumerable field is an LBD algebra; and every nil algebra
over a nondenumerable
field is an LBI algebra.

Lemma 6. If A is an LBD (LBI) algebra over an infinite field F and
HZ)F is an extension field of F, then the extension algebra Ah is also

an LBD (LBI) algebra.
Let âj= ^Ojkhjk, ajkEiA and hjkŒH, be a finite set of elements of
Ah. The module generated by the elements äj over H is clearly contained in the module generated by the elements ajk, which are also
finite, over H. It suffices, therefore, to show that the finitely generated submodules oí Ah generated by elements of A are of bounded

degree (index).
We deal first with the LBD property. Let Oi, • • • , arG-<4 and let
{ey} be a basis of A over F, then [ev\ is also a basis of Ah over H.
One readily observes that using the same base {e,} both for A and
for Ah in the proof of Lemma 5, one obtains the same polynomials
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pnv(x) and P(x\ v). Thus an element E*»*1*1S algebraic of degree gra
in A or in AH if and only if P(x; v)=0 for all possible (v). Now A was
assumed to be an LBD algebra, hence P(x; v) =0 for all (x¿) for some
integer n. Since F is infinite it follows that P(X; v)=0. This in turn

implies that P(x; v) =0 for all x,EH which proves that the elements
of the form Ex¿a« m Ah are algebraic of degree gw. Thus A¡¡ is

also an LBD algebra.
A similar argument

about the polynomials

pn,(X) shows that if A

is LBI algebra then A h is also.
We study now the properties LBD and LBI from the point of
view developed in [l]. The results of the three parts of [l] will be
quoted by the latin numeral of the part quoted followed by the number of the result quoted of that part. We shall restrict ourselves to

infinite fields F.
Our main aim is to show:
Theorem 6. The properties LBD and LBI are RZ properties in the
sense of II, §6 and satisfy condition (Fr) of II, §2.
It is easily shown that both LBD and LBI satisfy the conditions

(A), (B), (C2) and (Dr) (which included (D)) of II (§2, p. 104), and
also condition (Z) of II, §6. The proof of (Ci) of II for the two properties is similar and we restrict ourselves to the LBD property. To
prove (Ci) we have to show that if A is an algebra containing an ideal

Q such that both Q and A =A/Q are LBD algebras, then A is also.
To this end we consider a field H^) F such that H is nondenumerable.

One readily verifies that Qh=Q®H is an ideal in AH —A®H and
that 1h = A~®H^Ah/Qh. Since (A :F) = (AH:H) it follows that the
results of the preceding sections hold for the algebra AH. By Lemma
6 it follows that Qh and Ah are algebraic; hence clearly A h is algebraic. This, in view of Remark 2, yields that AH and, therefore, also
A are LBD algebras. The last fact follows since the degrees of elements of A do not change when passing to AhCondition (Fr) of II, §2 states, in our case, that semi-simple LBD
(LBI) algebras do not contain one-sided LBD (LBI) algebras, which
in view of II, Lemma 3.1, is equivalent to the fact that if / is a

right LBD (LBI) ideal in an algebra A then the ideal AJ has the
same property.

To prove this, consider a field iOFsuch

that card H

>(A:F) and hence card H>(AH -H). Consider the right ideal
Jh = J®H in An- Jh is again an LBD (LBI) algebra in Ah- The proof
now differs for the two properties LBD and LBI and we first dispense
with the LBI property. For this property it follows by Theorem 4,
which can be used in our case, that Jh is a quasi-regular right ideal in
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Ah. Hence AhJh = (AJ)®H

is also a quasi-regular

ideal in Ah [2].

This implies by Theorem 4 that it is also a nil ideal, which by Remark

2 yields that it is also an LBI ideal. Clearly AhJh'DAJ

implies that

AJ is also an LBI ideal. Q.E.D.
The proof of this fact for the LBD properties
we shall need the following lemmas:

is more difficult and

Lemma 7. Let xG-4 be an algebraic element and let y A be an LBD
right ideal in A ; then x+y is also algebraic.
We may assume that if A is an algebra over F then card F> (A : F),
since by extending the base field F to a field of high cardinality the
element x remains algebraic and the ideal y^4 remains an LBD ideal
by Lemma 6 and if x+y is algebraic over the extended field it is also
algebraic over the base field. Next we assert that N(x+y)KJC(x+y)
is the field F with the possible exceptions of a finite number of elements. If this is shown then we may repeat the argument of Lemma 3
to show that card C(x+y) =card F. That is, by Lemma 2 it follows
that card N(x+y) =card F and since the cardinal number of the
union N(x+y)yJC(x+y)
is equal to card F then card C(x+y)
= card F. The latter is by assumption greater than (A:F), hence
Theorem 3 implies that x+y is algebraic. To prove our assertion
we consider the element —X_1(x+y) for \(¡_N(x). Let xx be the
quasi-inverse
of —X_1x and let q= —\~1(x+y)+x\—\~1(x+y)x\
= —X-1y(l+X\). If this element is quasi-regular then one readily

verifies that —X-1(x+y) is quasi-regular
and, actually, a quasiinverse of —\~1(x+y) will be the element xx+g'+xxg'
where q' is
a quasi-inverse of q. Hence, in this case \ÇiC(x+y).
If q is not quasiregular, i.e. — ÍG'S'Í'Z)! then since qÇ.yA, q is algebraic and by
Lemma 1 it follows that since —l(£S(q), —lGA(g). Hence (\+q)z
= 0 for some nonzero zG-4.2 Put z' = (l+xx)z. Then one readily verifies that (l-X-1(^+y))2'
= (l-X-1y(l+xx))z
= (l+g)z = 0. Thus
XG7V(x+y). The proof of the assertion follows now from the fact
that since x is algebraic, the set N(x) contains only a finite number of
elements.

This immediately implies:

Corollary

8. If J is a right LBD ideal and x is algebraic then x+j

is algebraic for every JÇ.J.

Lemma 8. If J is a right LBD ideal in A then aJ is also a right LBD
ideal.
First we note that if an element xa is algebraic and satisfies an
equation

Xn+aiXn~1+

■ • • +a„ = 0, then ax satisfies the equation
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• ■ • +Xan = 0. This is obtained by multiplying

(xa)n+ • • • +a„
the degree of the
most greater by
generated by jia,

the relation

= 0 on the right by a and on the left by x. Hence
elements of the module aji, • ■ • , ajT, jiEJ,
is at
1 than the corresponding
element in the module
• • ■ , jra, and the latter is of bounded degree since

jiaEJ.
We now turn back to the proof of Theorem 6. It remained

to show

that if Jh is a right LBD ideal in Ah then the ideal AhJh is also an
LBD ideal. Since H was chosen to be nondenumerable,
it suffices to
show, in view of Remark

+ • • • +a,jTEAuJH

2, that

where atEA

this ideal is algebraic.

and JíEJh.

Letx = ai_7i

We shall prove by

induction on r that the right-ideal aiJn+
• • • +arJH is an LBD
algebra and this will imply that x is algebraic. For r = l, this is included in Lemma 8. Assume now that OiJh+ ■ • • +ar^iJH is a right

LBD ideal. Let aryEarJH.

Then it is algebraic. Thus it follows by

Corollary 8 that aTy+z is algebraic for everyzEa\JH+
• • • +aT-iJn.
This means that a\Jfí+ • • ■ +aT-iJH + aTJH is algebraic and therefore, by Remark 2, it is also a right LBD ideal. This completes the

proof of Theorem 6.
It follows now by the results of II that we can speak of the LBD
radical and the LBI radical of every algebra A. We shall denote them

by LBD(A) and LBI(^4) respectively. Theorem 6 shows that these
two radicals satisfy the same properties

as the semi-nilpotent

radical

[8] (see also III, Theorem 2) which we shall denote by LNL4) and
the locally finite kernel ( [lO] and also example B of III, §3) which is
denoted by LF(^4). Clearly every semi-nilpotent
algebra is also an
LBI algebra and the latter is a nil algebra. Similarly, every locally
finite ideal is an LBD algebra, and the latter is an algebraic algebra.

Hence:

Theorem

7. ft(A)^LBI(A)^LN(A);

%(A)^LBD(A)^LF(A),

where $(A) and 21(.4) denote respectively the maximal nil and algebraic

ideals of A.
Still remaining unsettled is the old problem of Kurosh [ö] which
can be stated as the problem of substituting the equality sign in the
two groups of the radicals of this theorem. It follows only by Remark

2 that:
Corollary

9. If A is an algebra over a nondenumerable field, then

®(A)=LBI(A) and%(A)=LBD(A).
Theorem

6 implies also by the results of II, similar to the results of

III, Theorem 2.1 and its corollary, that:
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Theorem 8. LBD(Q)=LBD(A)r\Q, LBI(Q)=LBI(A)Í\Q for
everyideal QQA, and LBD(An)= [LBD(A) ]„, LBI(An) = [LB1(A)]„
where An denotes the complete matrix ring of order n2 over A.
In particular

if A is an algebraic

algebra over a nondenumerable

field F then LBD(^4) =A by Corollary 9. Hence the last theorem, together with Lemma 6 and Remark 2, yields a solution of the problems proposed by Jacobson [2] for algebras over nondenumerable

fields:
Theorem 9. If A is an algebraic algebra over a nondenumerable field
F then every extension algebra Ah and matrix algebra An are algebraic

algebras.

By Remark 2 and by II, Theorem 3.2 it follows:
Corollary
10. The union of right algebraic (nil) ideals of an algebra
over a nondenumerable field is a right algebraic (nil) ideal.

Remark 3. By Theorem 6 and II, Theorem 3.2, it follows that the
union of right

LBD(LBI)

ideals of algebras

over infinite

fields is

also a right LBD(LBI) ideal.
Theorem 6 and Remark 2 together with the results of II, §3 yield
the solution of the problem of Koethe [ó] for algebras over nonde-

numerable fields:
Theorem 10. If A is an algebra over a nondenumerable field then
the maximal nil ideal S (A) of A contains all one-sided right ideals of A.
Furthermore,

by Theorem

8 it follows that:

Corollary
11. If A is a nil algebra over a nondenumerable field then
the matrix ring An over A is also a nil algebra.
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ON THE SHORTEST SPANNING SUBTREE OF A GRAPH
AND THE TRAVELING SALESMAN PROBLEM
JOSEPH B. KRUSKAL, JR.

Several years ago a typewritten translation (of obscure origin) of
[l] raised some interest. This paper is devoted to the following
theorem: If a (finite) connected graph has a positive real number
attached to each edge (the length of the edge), and if these lengths
are all distinct, then among the spanning1 trees (German: Gerüst)
of the graph there is only one, the sum of whose edges is a minimum; that is, the shortest spanning tree of the graph is unique.
(Actually in [l] this theorem is stated and proved in terms of the
"matrix of lengths" of the graph, that is, the matrix \\aij\\ where a,;is the length of the edge connecting vertices i and /. Of course, it is
assumed that a,j=ay,- and that a¿¿ = 0 for all i and/.)
The proof in [l] is based on a not unreasonable
method of constructing a spanning subtree of minimum length. It is in this construction that the interest largely lies, for it is a solution to a problem (Problem 1 below) which on the surface is closely related to one
version (Problem 2 below) of the well-known traveling salesman

problem.
Problem

1. Give a practical

method for constructing

a spanning

subtree of minimum length.
Problem
2. Give a practical method for constructing
an unbranched spanning subtree of minimum length.
The construction
given in [l] is unnecessarily elaborate. In the
present paper I give several simpler constructions which solve Problem 1, and I show how one of these constructions
may be used to
prove the theorem of [l]. Probably it is true that any construction
Received by the editors April 11, 1955.
1 A subgraph spans a graph if it contains all the vertices of the graph.

